Create a COOL ZONE with
from SALVIN DESIGN

Amusement Parks Water Parks Night Clubs Indoors or Outdoors
HO Co2 JET

CO2 JET RGB

gives you two effects in
one small package! It uses 24, 1watt (8R8G8B) high power
LED as light source. The RGB section is primarily
composed of red, green, blue power leds which can emit
16,770,000 colors. All this light output (24w), coupled to a
High Output CO2 Jet make for an amazing effect. The
unique design and small size make it easy to hide on stage
or hang from a truss using the supplied hanging bracket.
Control for the LED’s is by DMX or built in programs. At
home on the stage or hanging from a truss. The CO2
JET RGB comes with a hanging bracket that makes it
easy to install, for truss hanging or placing on stage. It’s
widely used for Stage, Night Club, Amusement Parks, Water
Parks. CO2 Jet RGB adds a new dimension to the
world of Cryogenic effects.

The High Output Co2 Jet

When placed over a crowd or on stage the CO2 Jet
is a cryogenic effect system capable of
making plumes of Cryo fog up to 20 feet
long. Imagine taking that hot, sweaty crowd
down to forty degrees in six seconds and up and
extra notch in excitement. Your patrons will
go wild in this icy cold blast. The CO2 Jet
incorporates a proprietary Cryo valve, the
effect is very reliable and repeatable.
Stainless steel and brass construction yield a
very rugged and reliable device. The CO2 jet
can be used with high pressure liquid
siphon CO2 tanks or a refrigerated liquid
LP dewar tank. All this adds to its versatility.

Co2 JET RGB
Two effects in one!

MEGATRON
2.8
Simply put...”The Most Powerful CO2 Effect on the Planet”
MEGATRON II is available in 2,4,6 or 8 High Output versions

for when you really want to rock the house. Works using low
cost high pressure CO2 siphon tanks. We can design the
output to fit your needs. Complete with truss or floor mount
to make it easy to install.
Options include:
Salvin Show Controller with on board Co2 Detection
with remote sensor and auto timer and shut down.
Ultra High Output RGB LED ring (70watts),DMX Controlled
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NO Electric Required
Easy To Operate
Cost Effective
No Costly Installation
Plus it Shoots Confetti or Streamers

Works with any CO2 tank.
Up to 30 blasts from
a single 20 pound
CO2 tank....or connected
to larger liquid CO2
tank for extended usage!

Co2 Bazooka can also
be used with larger
stationary Liquid Co2 tanks!

SALVIN DESIGN

Co2 Bazooka Comes Complete with:
1- Back Pack with harness
1- HP Cryo-hook up hose
1- Co2 Bazooka
1- Pack Flame Proof Streamers
1- Pack Flame Proof Confetti
1- Full instruction manual
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